MPEG-4 AVC encoded video streams have been analyzed using video traces and statistical features have been extracted, in the context of supporting efficient deployment of networked and multimedia services. The statistical features include the number of scenes composing the video and the sizes of different types of frames, within the overall trace and each scene. Statistical processing has been performed upon the traces and subsequent fitting upon statistical distributions (Pareto and lognormal). Through the construction of a synthetic trace, based upon this analysis, our selections of statistical distribution have been verified. In addition, different types of content, in terms of level of activity (quantified as different scene change ratio) have been considered. Through modelling and fitting, the stability of the main statistical parameters has been verified as well as observations on the dependence of these parameters upon the video activity level.
Introduction
Multimedia services gradually become more complex and interactive, and they are increasingly based upon the retrieval, transfer and delivery of video. The characteristics of video affect the traffic generated, the network performance and the Quality of Service (QoS) of the services deployed.
Effective provision of multimedia and networked services requires prior knowledge of the content that will be served, the network capabilities upon which it will be delivered, as well as the users' behavior. Video compression me-chanisms, on the other hand, reduce the bandwidth required for multimedia delivery and the compression ratio can affect the perceived quality by the end user.
The bit rate, resulting from the encoding, depends on the selection of encoding parameters and the type of the video itself; so different requirements (in terms of rate and its volatility) are typically expected. Studies have already examined the properties of H.264.SVC single layer video sources, including [1] and [2] in order to provide models and synthetic traffic.
Efficient and homogenized deployment of multimedia services over various networks calls for complex network dimensioning exercises, considering dynamically changing properties. A typical example is the IPTV service delivery where multiple users are concurrently involved in the retrieval of video streams.
Innovative schemes have been investigated, including caching and reusability of the content [3] , making service delivery more efficient. In parallel to that and considering the typically restricted and changing underlying network resources, statistical knowledge of the content properties to be served is necessary.
Simulating the performance of such video provision services can be achieved either with actual traces or with algorithmically generated traces. The first option uses a wide variety of video traces files and there is need of an IO file mechanism which makes the evaluation mechanism slower and less efficient. The second option uses algorithmically generated traces based on the statistical properties of the actual traces. The properties of such traces can support service providers to dimension the bandwidth requirements of their services and facilitate smooth cooperation with the underlying network.
In our current work we investigate the dynamically-changing rate of encoded content focusing on the extraction of statistical properties of the videos through their corresponding video traces. Considering the volume of different types of frames (I and B) and available statistical distributions we endeavor to model the volume of the encoded content and produce synthetic traces.
The field has already met the interest of the scientific community in [4] and [5] . Our work is contributing to 1) the consolidated design of different video trace processing aspects including the statistical parameter extraction, the model creation and the scene separation, and 2) the streamlining and verification of the methodology using tools that extensively deployed in research laboratories (Matlab). Furthermore, 3) we have verified that the selected distributions follow the actual data, while 4) repeating the steps of parameter extraction in a series of video of different activity levels, observations have been produced regarding the dependence of the statistical parameters upon the video activity level.
The structure of the paper is the following: In Section 2 we provide a brief state of the art analysis on video encoding and video trace extraction and processing; the methodological aspects and sources informing our research work are also briefly presented. Section 3 presents the mechanisms and algorithms that have been designed and developed, focusing on scene separation, estimation of the sizes of I and B frames and statistical distribution fitting. The results of Studies examine the statistical properties of H.264/AVC and SVC streams and models in [6] , [7] and [8] . Correlation of quality aspects with encoding parameters and network parameters have also been investigated for various types of videos [9] [10] . In principle, while the encoded streams differ in the resulting volume, common statistical models can be followed for a condensed and flexible form of stream representation.
Synthetic Video Traces
The idea of using synthetic video traces for the evaluation of service provision has been explored in the past. A typical example is presented at [11] , where network performance forecasting for IPTV streaming is investigated using video traces. For the evaluation multiple video traces have been generated corresponding to different usage scenarios.
Similarly in [12] evaluation of access network performance for IPTV streaming has been explored using video traces. Such IPTV characteristics include packet loss, packet delay and buffer size. Based upon such evaluations, the IPTV service provider can create different scenarios with types of video provided to the users at the same time, taking decision related to unicasting and multicasting. Content management becomes more efficient, through simulations of multiple bandwidth demanding programs using synthetic traces.
In 
Methodology
As encoding mechanism, we consider MPEG-4 part 10, H.264/AVC, due to its widespread acceptance (in IPTV and terrestrial satellite broadcasting delivery schemes) and its capability of achieving an effective trade-off between compression rates and quality.
The methodology of our work includes:
1 Having established the main mechanism, we investigate the stability of the main parameters of the statistical distributions, considering different types of content, based on the level of movement as quantified through the scene ratio.
Trace Analysis
We leverage a video trace with high definition resolution of 1920 × 1080, auto- The total amount of frames in the trace and the overall sequence are depicted in Figure 1 , where the horizontal axis indicates the frame number while the vertical axis indicates the size of each frame.
We can observe the variability of the frames included in the sequence as well as the correlation of the size of frames that are temporally near; these frames are considered to belong to the same scene.
Indicative frames populated with the fields (sequence number, time, type and size) characterizing the trace are presented in the following Table 1 .
I and B Frames
The trace consists of a series of Group of Pictures (GoP). The structure of the GoP is well-defined for each specific encoding scheme, followed upon the overall trace; the pattern is one I followed by 15 B frames. The separation of I and B frames can be verified by the sizes of the frames: the size of the first frame is larger than the size of the following fifteen (as depicted in Figure 2 for the first fifty frames).
The trace has approximately 5300 I frames with a maximum size of 130
Kbytes as depicted in Figure 3 . It can be observed that the frame sequence is coarsely composed by intervals in which I frames are relatively close in size.
These I frames are thematically connected forming a scene.
Similar parsing of the trace file, in order to identify and extract the volume of the B frames is performed. As depicted in Figure 4 , approximately 80,000 B frames are included in the video. This number is in accordance with the number of I frames. 
Scene Separation
Changes in scenes are identified through significant alterations of I frames size.
We can define the scene length as the subsequence of I frames (and corresponding GoPs) which have similar sizes, i.e. with size differences below a specific threshold. Considering the theoretical analysis in [8] , a scene separation mechanism can operate identifying a threshold change in the size of I frames.
Specifically, we can consider that I Frame is the initial frame of a scene if ( ) ( ) ( ) 
where, I is the sequence of I frames, k indicates the number of I frame and n is the summary number of I frames. T 1 is the threshold which represents the permissible frames difference and it is equal 0.2 (20%) respectively. Figure 5 presents the scenes identified and their length in relation to the number of the contained I frames. The scenes are grouped by the number of I frames, and the sums are divided by the total number of scenes in order to find the probability for each number of I frames. According to [4] , the Pareto distribution can be used to model the scenes length. Feeding the available data of our example into Matlab mathematical package and using the distribution fitting functionality (fitdist), a fitted distribution is provided with k = 0.1990, σ = 3.6651, and θ = 0. K is the shape parameter, σ is the scale parameter and θ is the threshold parameter. Figure 5 presents the original data and the Pareto distribution.
Size of I Frames
Regarding the size of I frames, the values (as provided from the video trace) are After normalization a probability distribution is produced. In [14] different distributions are compared for modeling I frames sizes; it is concluded that the most suitable choice for MPEG frame modeling is the Lognormal distribution. For the video of our example, after extracting the distribution parameters through optimal fitting (using Matlab mathematical package), the Lognormal distribution has a mean value equal to 3.0890 and a standard deviation equal to 0.6556. Figure 6 illustrates the actual data and the fitting lognormal distribution; the actual data are well-fitted upon the distribution.
While I frames follow the lognormal distribution across different scenes, I frames within a scene are related in terms of sizes, i.e. I frames of a scene follow in size that of the first I frame. The differences of I frames in each scene with respect to the first I frame are fitted to a normal distribution. The parameters for the normal distribution for the video example are the following mean value = −0.2713 and sigma = 4.2472. The actual data and the modelled distribution are presented in Figure 7 .
Size of B Frames
The size of the B frames in the overall trace follow a lognormal distribution (similar to the case of I frames). After fitting the actual data upon the lognormal, the parameters that occur are: mean value = 0.8795 and Sigma = 1.0309. Figure  8 depicts the actual data and the fitted lognormal distribution. While in the case of I frames we could use the distribution of the overall trace in order to have a value of the first I frame of a scene, B frames in a GoP are directly connected with the corresponding I frame. In fact, B Frames have information only for the changes between the current frame and both the previous and the next frame; so their size should be smaller than the size of the corresponding I frames. Considering this relationship we calculate the differences between the B frames and the I frame in all GoP (performing normalization). Figure 9 depicts the relation between the I frame size of the GoP with respect to the corresponding B frames.
Overall Statistical Parameters
In Table 2 the statistical parameters for scenes length, I frames sizes and B frames sizes, are presented. The threshold for scene alteration is 20%. Following the distributions and parameters identified and calculated, we have created a synthetic trace and contrasted it with the actual trace of our example;
as graphically depicted, in Figure 10 , the two traces, the actual and synthetic traces have similar frame sizes. 
Parameters of Traces of Different Content Types

Measurements on Different Types
In this Section we follow the methodology described for different types of videos.
We have considered, as the differentiating parameter, the level of action in the video as expressed through the ratio of scene changing.
In this view, we have included the following types of videos: • Action movie (high level of action);
• Documentary (medium level of action);
• News broadcasting (low level of action).
For the experimentation we have retrieved video traces with the same encoding parameters. The results are presented in Figure 13 In Figure 14 , the variation for I and B frames in the overall trace as well as the variation of B frames in a GoP show a stable behavior. The variation of I frames within a scene is decreased with the enhancement of the activity level, which can be justified considering that the overall number of I frames in a scene I decreased. Table 3 presents the statistical properties of video traces which are depicted in Figure 13 and 
Conclusions
In this work, we explored and implemented the mechanisms to retrieve statistical parameters from MPEG4 video traces, mainly related to the size of the included frames. Specifically, based upon the GoP structure and the types of frames, we have identified significant changes in the size of I frames indicating the boundaries of scenes. A number of scenes included in the overall traces, resulting in a scene ratio, as well as a number of included GoP in a scene, have The size of I and P frames have also been statistically processed in the overall trace (using lognormal distributions) as well as in a single scene and GoP respectively (using the normal and lognormal distributions). Through our work, we have verified that the selected distributions follow the actual data.
Furthermore, we have repeated the methodology considering traces of different activity levels. The results have verified the stability of the models. In addition, the results have allowed for observations, regarding the dependence of the statistical parameters upon the video activity level (measured through the scene change ratio).
As for future work, we consider further elaboration of the statistical parameters on specific types of videos (in terms of activities) and the design of mechanisms supporting the identification of events of interest. Such identification can be context-based, especially in the cases of monitoring or surveillance where a typically stable rate of frame size is interrupted, due to activity, with frames of different sizes.
